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Deb Browning, CNP

For 18 years, Deb Browning, CNP, has had passion, knowledge, dedication and goals as
a health care provider at HCHA. Her biggest reward she says is, “seeing people change
lifestyle habits for bettering their lives.” Unlike providers in larger clinics, Browning has the
luxury of taking her time with her patients, making herself available to talk and visit about
the many aspects of life, not just the issue that brought a patient in for an appointment.
“For example, when I get a student athlete in my office for a physical, I make myself
available to help with other aspects of life’s issues they deal with every day. I talk to them
about making good choices in life; with education, healthy habits, peer pressure, drugs and
alcohol, or whatever is on their mind. Sometimes my patients and I just take some time to
visit and touch base with simple things in life. It’s very important to me that my patients are
comfortable with me and that they know I am here to listen,“ says Browning.
Browning’s special interests include health promotion, exercise, healthy eating habits,
mental health issues, and depression in women. She especially has a strong connection
with children, women, and the elderly.

Deb Browning, CNP
Browning completed her undergraduate work at Mount Marty College in Yankton, SD and completed her graduate studies at the University of Kentucky.
Browning joined the Hendricks Clinic in July, 1995. She currently resides in rural Hendricks.

ASSOCIATION CONTACT INFO
Hendricks Hospital......................507-275-3134
Hendricks Nursing Home....507-275-2214
Lincoln Lane Villa...........................507-275-3134
Good Shepherd Hospice.....507-275-3134
Ivanhoe Medical Center........507-694-1100
Home Health Services.............507-275-3134
Hendricks Clinic..............................507-275-3121
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24 Hour Emergency Room
Acute Care
Adult Day Care
Ambulance Service
Audiology/Hearing Aid
Customized Living
Diabetes Education
Dietitian Consultation
eCare
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HCHA Fall Prevention Team

Wins “Good Catch for Patient Safety” Award
HCHA takes fall prevention very seriously and is continuously
looking for improvements in safety. HCHA has assembled a
dedicated team of professionals who are committed to keeping
patients and residents safe from falling. The HCHA Fall Prevention
Committee was recently nominated and won an award for the
second time, from the Minnesota Hospital Association called
the “Good Catch for Patient Safety Award.” Their goal and purpose
is to prevent patients and residents from falling by identifying
strategies in the Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health
Care settings. The strategies include educating all staff, patients,
residents and the public about assessing fall risks. They also
provide resources for best clinical practices to prevent patient falls.
“We have an excellent group of people who work diligently and
do not lose momentum throughout the year. There is a huge
difference in the awareness level of everyone who works at HCHA
which has made a great impact on safety and fall reduction. We’re
very proud to bring this special recognition to HCHA,” says Kara
Schoenfeld, Director of Nursing, Long-Term Care.

HCHA Fall Prevention Committee Members are Lola Hindbjorgen, LPN,
Julie Nelson, LPN, Becky Hamm, RN, and Kara Schoenfeld, RN, DON.

Note from

the CEO

Community Health Needs Assessment
The Affordable Care Act requires all not-for-profit hospitals to assess the health needs of a community and create
an implementation strategy to combat those problems every three years. The Community Health Needs Assessment
(CHNA) takes a broad look at a community’s well-being, identifying the most prevalent health concerns.
We are confident that local organizations and providers will find the results of our needs assessment to be helpful in
planning how to improve the health of our community.
To compile the CHNA, HCHA sent surveys to more than 1,500 households, health care providers, non-profit leaders,
business and government leaders, and representatives from the Minnesota Department of Health and Social Services.
HCHA also reviewed demographic and health status data for the region, created an inventory of existing community
health resources and identified common health care concerns and issues.
The results of the needs assessment will guide us in expanding and developing services to respond to the emerging
health needs of our community, in partnership with other local providers. With the current challenges facing health care
institutions, it is becoming increasingly important to promote screening for early detection of disease, to teach people
skills for coping with symptoms of chronic disease, and helping patients navigate the health care system. A full report
and our work plan will be made available on our hospital website by June 2013.

Jeff Gollaher, CEO
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Wake UPand MOVE

Lincoln Lane Villa, Putting the “MOVE” into Action

There is a new exercise program evolving that has sparked a storm of inspiration and involvement at Lincoln
Lane Villa. The new program is called Wake Up & Move, originated by Mavis Kirkvold, Arlene Knutson,
and Lori Pederson at the Villa. Participating in the program are eager Villa tenants who enjoy the exercise,
comradery and togetherness. “Wake Up & Move makes my heart feel good. Not only physically, but the feeling
of togetherness and teamwork is very uplifting,” says Joanne Moore.
The gathering happens three times a week for the exercise routine followed by a variety of different styles of
walking. The routine involves physical activities which can be accomplished from a seated position or while
standing, depending on individual abilities. Pederson coaches the group with a step-by-step list and also
utilizes a DVD called “Walk the Pounds Away”. The goal of the group is to be able to walk a mile by the 4th of
July. In just a few short weeks, the group is well on their way to accomplishing that goal.
Kirkvold says, “Wake Up & Move keeps my mind thinking. I have to pay attention to my coordiation, moving,
balance and counting. It keeps me from being lazy too. It’s so easy to sit around and read, nibble on snacks,
nap and watch TV during the day when you are older and live alone. I’ve exercised most of my life but for the
past couple of years have lost inspiration to continue. Because of this new activity, I’m inspired again. I’m really
glad we’re doing this.”

InternetConnections

Watch for current updates on our website, Facebook, and Twitter!

www.HendricksHosp.org
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www.facebook.com (search: Hendricks Community Hospital Association)
www. twitter.com/hend_hosp

SkypeTwitterFacebookQRcode

Technology Greets Safety
“Being involved makes me feel better physically and
spiritually. It makes me sleep better too because I am
pleasantly tired from the exercise. We have a wide
variety of exercise choices. Doing this together as a
group inspires all of us to keep up with it. It’s fun and
it makes me feel really good,” says Lillian Thompson,
Villa tenant.
“Lori adds a lot of enthusiasm and has a gift for
knowing just how to push us in an encouraging
inspirational way. We all want to stay healthy as we
grow older and Wake Up & Move is a wonderful
addition to my health,” says Kirkvold.
Pederson, Life Enrichment Coordinator at the Villa,
says, “A few of the tenants had an interest in having an
exercise program that grew into a large group activity. It
is very rewarding to see the tenants feel good, it makes
me feel good too. We’ve also been replacing pie and
cake with healthy snacks like yogurt and fruits. The
new activity has been inspirational to all of us.”
With the warmer weather arriving, Wake Up & Move
hopes to be going outdoors to enhance the exercise
with sunshine and fresh air.

ePharmacy

HCHA recently began using ePharmacy, a remote
pharmacy review and entry service which allows for
24 hour pharmacy coverage using an innovative
electronic order transmission system linked to
pharmacists at a centralized hub.
“ePharmacy serves all medical staff with important
medication information for patients anytime, day or
night. The new system has been in place for a few
weeks and has already enhanced our medication
records,” says Rosemary Christianson, Hospital
Care Manager.

What does ePharmacy
do for HCHA patients?
• Provides pharmacy support
• Reduces errors such as duplication of 		
medication, allergies and drug interactions
• Enhances electronic medical records
• Supports the nursing staff
• 24/7 Access to drug information
• Share information securely with caregivers and
physicians

Summer Recreational Activities
Hendricks

INFO

Offered in Hendricks & Ivanhoe

Sharon Evert at 507-275-3115, ext. 131 Or 507-275-3186
Sharon.Evert@hendrickspublicschools.org

Ivanhoe

www.lincolnhi.org, click on “Community Ed”
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HealthbyNews
Dr. Tabb McCluskey

What Does Your Doctor Think?
Most people visit their doctor because they have an
illness or an injury. My first priority as a physician is to
take care of the patient’s acute problem by gathering
the patient’s history, conducting a physical exam,
and ordering X-rays or labs if needed. Once all the
information is obtained, I make a diagnosis. This
diagnosis is explained to the patient and established
into a treatment plan that I feel is best for the patient.
I also coordinate with multiple health care team
members such as a dietitian, physical therapists,
and occupational therapists. The patient is educated,
regarding both the diagnosis and treatment, prepared
to consider their options and can decide what therapy
they would like. This could include a prescription
for medication, a recommendation for physical or
occupational therapy, a referral to a specialist or
symptomatic care.
You might think that the visit ends there, but it does
not. I want the best health for my patients and I am
always thinking about my patients’ future health after
they leave their appointment. I feel it is very important to

educate my patients regarding preventative medicine
and lifestyle choices to optimize their future health.
Each person has the need for an individual health plan
and depending on age, this could mean a physical
every year, blood work, screening tests such as a
mammogram, x-ray, immunizations or bone density
tests.
My goal as a physician is to keep people as healthy
as possible. I also understand that people make their
own health care and lifestyle choices, but my job is to
educate, inform and guide my patients to make choices
that optimize their health.
It is ultimately the patient’s choice and responsibility
to decide what options best fit their health needs, but
healthcare is a collaboration between the doctor and
his or her patients. It is always humbling to realize
that people put such a high amount of trust in their
physician. It is a pleasure, a joy and a privilege to take
care of people’s health care needs. To all my patients,
thank you for letting me serve you as your physician.

Tabb McCluskey, DO, Board Certified, Family Practice
Dr. McCluskey joined the Hendricks Community Hospital Association in July of 1987.
He completed his medical education at Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine.

WeightLoss
Group Activity
For the past three years, Deb Browning, CNP
has been conducting an event called “Weight
Loss Group” on Wednesday evenings. The
session lasts ten weeks, meets in the fall, winter
and spring and is geared towards educating
people about better health, diet and exercise.
The meetings are held at the Hendricks Hospital
education room. The goal of each participant
is to lose ten pounds in ten weeks. Participants
share their experiences, support and advice with
each other under the guidance of Browning. The
sessions are open to the public and the cost is
a refundable $10. For more information, contact:
Hendricks Clinic 275-3121.
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Don Prosch meets “Ralph” the
Angora rabbit, owned by Nona Krier.

Wooly Visitor at the VIlla

The benefits of human interaction with animals are physical, mental, and
emotional. Animals make wonderful visitors because they share a sense of
calm and gentleness and are instinctively nurturing to humans. If you have
a well-socialized pet that is healthy and current on vaccinations, consider
bringing your pet to visit the HCHA campus.

Choices. Education. Change.

HCHA Cafeteria
Maria Swedzinski, Registered Dietitian & Dietary Manager

HCHA Dietary Manager Maria Swedzinski has a lot of
determination, focus and dedication to her duties. It’s no easy
task being responsible for the HCHA food services which
serves three meals to over 100 people everyday. “This is a
healthcare facility and making healthy food choices available
to a variety of Nursing Home residents, Lincoln Lane Villa
tenants, hospital patients, visitors and employees is important,”
says Swedzinski.
Some of Swedzinski’s goals include reducing sodium in meals
to improve health. Adding healthy “on-the-go” style foods
for visitors and employees is improving. There are plans to
soon add items such as fruit cups, healthy sandwiches and
prepared salads. Fresh fruit, cheeses and yogurts have been
added recently. Swedzinski not only plans meals and food
availability for everyone at HCHA, but also gives one-on-one
dietary consultations to patients and residents according to
their individual needs.
Swedzinski adds, “Everyone needs healthy food options.
Educating people and creating an awareness of healthy snack
availability and knowing what you are putting into your body is
vital to better health.”
Nursing Home residents’ dietary needs and preferences
are very different because they don’t have the mobility to go
somewhere else to eat or cook their own meals. They are
dependent on eating what is served by HCHA dietary services
each day. An elderly diet is often delicate as many require a
lower amount of sodium and calories to avoid weight gain,
minimal spices, an awareness to keep diabetes under control,
and glutin and dairy sensitivities. At the same time, they need a
palatable meal to keep an appetite active for better health and
quality of life.

“As we age, our body’s calorie needs decrease, but sometimes
the appetite does not, which can cause weight gain. Diet,
weight, health problems, activity level and energy are all
related,” says Swedzinski.

Dietitian’s Wish List & Goals for HCHA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate fried food
Serve local Farmer’s Market items regularly when available
Update to an automated payment system for employees
Start an Employee Wellness program
Start a Room Service menu for the Hospital and Villa
Feature a “Dietitian’s Choice” at some meals
Creating salad bar prices by the ounce
Make nutritional information available for food served at HCHA

Dietitian’s changes being utilized at HCHA
•
•
•
•
•
•

All breads and rolls are now 100% from Don’s Bakery
Homemade pies from the Hiway Cafe’ being served
A full kitchen staff is in place
Management position filled by experienced leader Jane Stapely
Fresh fruit has replaced sugary desserts
Nutritional values and information are being posted
Rhonda Collins and Maria Swedzinski, HCHA kitchen

Interested in employment & training at HCHA?

Do you or someone you know have an interest working in the healthcare field? Visit our website for current
openings. CNA classes begin May 20th, 2013. Go online for details and online registration. HCHA offers a
comprehensive benefit package and is an equal opportunity employer.

www.Hendrickshosp.org
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Call: 507-275-3134 or e mail:
Julie.Hogie@hendrickshosp.org
Hendricks Community Hospital
Association is a private nonprofit organization owned by the
community for the purpose of
providing medical, surgical, and
long-term care to all who seek
access to our facilities. If you would
like to become an owner you may
obtain a membership application
from our business office.
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Excited to Announce...
HCHA is proud to announce the upcoming arrival of Dr. Grant Eyjolfson, M.D. who will
begin his practice at HCHA in August, 2013. Dr. Eyjolfson is originally from Thunder
Bay, Canada located in Northwestern Ontario, where he completed his undergraduate
education at Lakehead University. Eyjolfson earned his medical degree at St. George’s
University in Grenada, West Indies. He is currently in his last year of training at the Altru
Family Practice Residency in Grand Forks, ND and expects to complete the program July
2013.
When asked why he chose to join HCHA, “I was attracted to the small town atmosphere,
the people, and the culture here. It’s also a very safe place to raise our children.”
Dr. Eyjolfson enjoys the outdoors, running, biking, camping, hunting, fishing and has
played all types of sports at multiple levels including semi-pro soccer. He enjoys working
with his hands, doing mechanical work including welding and woodworking and is
interested in botany and collecting books.
Dr. Eyjolfson’s fiancée’, Jennifer, holds an Honours Bachelor of Science degree in
Biology from Lakehead University. She enjoys reading, cooking, camping and being a
mother to the couples’ 2 sons, Atticus age 3 and Vander age 1. The family is looking
forward to becoming part of the Hendricks community and serving the area.
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